Touching your face with dirty hands

Washing hands +4

Hospital (Skip 1 turn) +8

Virus Outbreak -8

Meeting an infected person (Get cured in 3 turns) -12

Amusement park at the time of outbreak -8

Virus Outbreak -8

Meeting an infected person (Get cured in 3 turns) -12

Immunity giving food +4
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Instructions:

Start:
Players 2 to 6
- Roll the dice. Start when you get 1 or 6
- Take a coin and paste the given circles orange & Grey
- Orange indicate healthy Person and Grey Indicates Infected Person

Immunity Cards(I.C):
- Each player starts with 10 I.C.
- After each complete round, a player receives 5 I.C's
- '+' sign indicates Immunity gained by the Player
- '-' Indicates Immunity lost by the Player
- Max. I.C's a player can get are 15.

Getting Infected (Flip the coin to Grey-Infected):
A player gets infected in following ways:
- He lands on "Meeting Infected Person"
- A player stands with another player(Infected).
- You have only 3 I.C's left

Getting Cured (Flip the coin to Orange-Safe)
You can get cured only when you land on "Quarantine" or "Hospital".
- Once infected the player has to reach "Quarantine" or "Hospital" in 3 turns.
- If you don't reach either of these sites in three turns, you have to start the round again.

Ending the Game
- You can end the game after any number of rounds (Recommended 3 rounds)
- Player should land on the "start" or pass the "start"
- A player can get the game only if he is healthy. An infected person should get cured first before finishing the game